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2 PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS

acoustical partitions

EcoFlex panels contain 100% Polyester 

fiber that provides good acoustical 

correction and help control ambient noise 

levels, while remaining ecologically friendly. 

EcoFlex panels are finished in the Trevira 

CS Mirage collection.

NRC Rating = 0.49

EcoFlex available in additional Trevira CS fabrics,

minimum 80 panels. Contact factory.

EcoFlex

Brighten the space with ECO Slalom. 
All ECO Slalom panels are composed of 100% Polyester 
from recycled materials, finished in fire retardant 
Eco-fabrics. The flexible panels can be configured into 
a series of curves, straight runs and corner partitions 
for dividing and defining space.

SLALOM

modular and
acoustical partitions

See NEXT/Slalom Price List and Specifications.



EcoStrong are rigid, non-flexible sound 

absorbent panels finished in Trevira CS 

fabrics. Ideal for areas requiring more 

stability; can be configured in straight runs 

and perpendicular intersections.

NRC Rating = 0.79

3

acoustical partitions

SLALOM ACOUSTICAL PARTITIONS

EcoStrong available in additional Trevira CS fabrics,

minimum 80 panels. Contact factory.

EcoStrong

See NEXT/Slalom Price List and Specifications.
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EcoWall panels contain 100% Polyester fiber that 

provides good acoustical correction and help control 

ambient noise levels, while remaining ecologically 

friendly.  

EcoWall panels are finished in the Trevira CS fabrics.  

Mounted with double sided tape. 

Size 24 x 24.

NRC Rating = .70

EcoWall available in additional Trevira CS fabrics, 

minimum 80 panels. Contact factory.

EcoWall
acoustical panels

SLALOM
acoustical panels

See NEXT/Slalom Price List and Specifications.



5SLALOM MODULAR PARTITIONS

EcoTex
modular partitions

See NEXT/Slalom Price List and Specifications.

EcoTex panels have soft acoustic 

performance characteristics finished 

in a denier textured Polyester fabric, 

and are recyclable. 0º-360º flexibility.

Standard panels are available in 4 colors.

EcoTex panels can be customized in all

Pantone® colors, any digital graphics,

logos and way finding information,

minimum 60 panels; printed with 

water-based inks.

Custom



6 PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS

EcoPanels and EcoWood have soft acoustic performance 

characteristics, recyclable and available in patterns and 

color, printed with water-based inks. 0º-360º flexibility.

EcoWoodEcoPanel

EcoPanel + EcoWood
modular partitions

SLALOM

modular and
acoustical partitions

See NEXT/Slalom Price List and Specifications.
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PVC panels have 0º-360º flexibility, are self-extinguishing, 

and available in solid, translucent and screen printed textures.

SL23 shown with translucent and leaf panels. SL32 shown with Mosaico panels.

SL43 shown with full height translucent panels.Shown with translucent and smoke grey panels.

SLALOM MODULAR PARTITIONS

PVC Panels
modular partitions

See NEXT/Slalom Price List and Specifications.
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W: www.peterpepper.com
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EcoStrong

EcoFlex

EcoTex, custom

EcoPanel

EcoWood

EcoTex, solid

EcoWall

PVC Mosaico

PVC Leaves

Micro-perf Steel

44½” 39½” 39½” 44½”

49”

« Base: Ø 10”

«

«

72”

Acoustical Partitions NRC
The Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) is a scalar 
representation of the amount of sound energy 
absorbed upon striking a particular surface.  
An NRC of 0 indicates perfect reflection; an NRC 
of 1 indicates perfect absorption. In particular, it is 
the average of four sound absorption coefficients 
of the particular surface at frequencies of 250 Hz, 
500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz. These frequencies 
encompass the fundamental frequencies and first 
few overtones of typical human speech, and, 
therefore, the NRC provides a decent and simple 
quantification of how well the particular surface 
will absorb the human voice. 

Due to printing limitations, color chips 
approximate actual colors.

PVC Translucent

Smoke Grey Translucent

PVC Cinder

Translucent Stripe

SLALOM
modular and
acoustical partitions
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Slalom can be configured with a combination of panel finishes. 
Shown with striped translucent and transparent smoke grey.*

FLEXIBILITY, VERSATILITY, SIMPLICITY

Design: Menguzzato & Nascimben

The Slalom Modular Partition System consists 

of multiple panels spanning between aluminum 

uprights for dividing and defining space. 

Slalom provides visual separations for privacy 

and security areas as well as crowd control 

flow patterns.

Slalom can be configured into a series of curves, 

straight runs and corner partitions with up to (4) 

intersecting panels per upright. Slalom provides 

a stable yet easily re-configurable partition system 

while offering endless possibilities to define space 

in any interior environment.

2 PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS

SLALOM
modular partitions



Slalom is quick and easy to install with standard models 
available in 49” and 72” heights and widths from 42” to 164”.

Additional ‘add-on’ panels are used to increase lengths 
and combine different panel heights into various configurations. 
Shown with translucent and transparent smoke grey panels.*

3



Commercial space, shown with
striped translucent panels.

4 PETER PEPPER PRODUCTS

SLALOM
modular partitions



DEFINE SPACE

Slalom panels are infinitely adjustable, flexible 
and fireproof. The panel curvature is determined 
by moving the uprights closer or farther apart.

The micro-perforated steel panels are semi-flexible 
also allowing adjustable curves and arcs, 
with a minimum radius of 24”.

5

The translucent panels diffuse light while   
obscuring and defining interior space.
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SLALOM CONCEPTS

Commercial spaces
Healthcare
Educational** Shown with wood veneer panels.

Restaurants
Hospitality
Retail environments



Optional base plate fits flush 
to wall.

7

Translucent elements connect 
panels together.

Uprights will accept up to 
(4) intersecting panels.

Slalom uprights are finished in
natural anodized aluminum with
10” dia. painted steel base.

Base with optional 
casters (non-locking) 
provide additional mobility.

Translucent PVC Cinder PVC  

Horizontal Stripe PVC

PVC
All PVC panels are fireproof.

Micro-perforated Steel, 
Aluminum Metallic

DIMENSIONS

DETAILSFINISHES

** Special Order, wood veneer panels.
* Special Order, transparent smoke grey panels.

44½” 39½” 39½” 44½”

49”

« Base: Ø 10”

«

«

72”

SLALOM
modular partitions
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